The problem of controlling the rate of production of a single product can be stated in terms of servomecha nism theory, and the well-develop ed methods of that theory employed to study the behavior of a control system. This is illustrated for a simple system, and a cost criterion is constructed for evaluating alternative decision rules or constructing an optimal rule. Laplace transform methods are introduced, and some of their elementary uses for studying the stability and steady-state behavior of systems are illustrated.
INTRODUCT ION
THIS PAPER is of an explorator y character. Powerful, and extremely general, techniques have been developed in the past decade for the analysis of electrical and mechanica l control systems and servomech anisms. There are obvious analogies between such systems and the human systems, usually called production control systems, that are used to plan and schedule production hi business concerns. The depth or superficiality of these analogies can be tested by subjecting a fairly simple, but relatively concrete, example of a production control system to some of the techniques of analysis usually employed for servomech anisms. No attempt will be made, hi this introducto ry essay, to do justice to the full range of analytic tools available to the servomech anism engineer for synthesizin g control systems. Our intent is to give an elementary introductio n to servomech anism theory and to determine its applicabili ty to production control problems.
It might be pointed out that the notion of a servomech anism incorporating human links is by no means novel. In particular, many gunsighting servos involve such a link. The idea of social, as distinguish ed from purely physiologic al, links is relatively new. However, Richard M. Goodwin [12] has arrived independe ntly at the same idea as a means for studying market behavior and business cycles. The applicabili ty of servomech anism models to the theory of the firm has been discussed by my colleague, W. W. Cooper [8] (see references at the end of paper). Two dynamic macrosyste ms that have been represente d by analogue circuits (and hi one case experimen tally investigate d) may also be re-W FIGURE 1 nated by 0/ ; the actual house temperature will be referred to as the oviput, 00 ; their difference, 0/ 80 , as the error, e; and the outside temperature as the load, 6L .* All variables are functions of tune.
The system is so constructed that the rate of gas flow in the furnace, and hence the rate at which heat is supplied to the house, is a function of the error (in the simplest case, proportional to the error). Further, this function relating the error to the output is selected so that the error will tend to be reduced, whatever the load imposed on the system. 8 In order to preserve as close an analogy as possible with the production control system to be described later, we will assume a thermostat that is continuous in operation, instead of the more familiar on-off thermostat. The system described here is analysed in reference [4, pp. 298-303].
1 In our example, the input is generally fixed, while the load is variable. This is the typical case of the controller; and the input is frequently referred to as the standard. The term "servomechanism " more commonly refers to a system in which the input is variable and the variable load absent. However, in many important engineering systems both variable input and variable load are present.
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The system just described is shown in Figure 1 . The equation s that describe the system are . at (1.2) e = 0, -e0 .
The symbols © indicate differenti al devices (subtract ion); the box Kz correspon ds to /(e); and the box Ki to the integrati on [from equation (1.1)1 which gives 00 as a function of /(e) and (Q0 -OL).
Two importan t features of this system should be noted. The first is the control loop, or feedback loop (the upper loop in Figure 1) , by means of which (a) the output is compare d with the input and (b) their difference is fed back into the system to alter the output in the direction of reducing the differenc e.
The second importan t feature is shown by the direction al arrows. The input and load affect the behavior of the system (and, in particula r, the output and error) but are themselv es unaffecte d by it. Hence, variables not included in the loop may be regarded as independ ent and may be assumed to have any arbitrary time paths. This kind of relations hip is sometim es referred to as unilatera l coupling, or cascading . A reciproca l relation must be represen ted by a closed loop (such as the lower loop in Figure 1 ). n ln a physical servomec hanism, cascading is made possible by the fact that the closed portion of the system involves very little energy in comparis on with the energy of the independ ent variables (as in a solar system with large central sun and small planets) or, more generally , draws its energy from an independ ent power source (as in an amplifier ). It is this character istic of the system that permits the output to follow the input without disturbin g the path of the input. A servomec hanism, then, is a system (1) unilatera lly coupled to an input and a load, (2) with one or more feedback loops whereby the output is compare d with the input, and (3) with a source of energy controlle d by the error that tends to bring the output in line with the input. If the load is bilaterall y coupled with the output, then the former must be included in the system and cannot be treated as an independ ent variable.
The most powerful techniqu e for treating servomec hanisms employs the Laplace transform . (See [2, Chapter 2; 31). The Laplace transform of the input may be interpret ed as its decompo sition into its compone nt frequenc ies (i.e., it is very closely related to the Fourier integral) . * The Laplace transform of the entire servosys tem connectin g input with output describes its behavior in filtering (altering amplitud e and phase) the frequenc ies occurring in the input. The Laplace transform of the
output, which is the product of the two previous transforms, is the representation of the output in terms of component frequencies. ( In this statement we disregard the load, which enters as another input.) The system is studied by determining the Laplace transform of the servo, multiplying this by various input transforms, and analyzing the resulting kinds of behavior of the output. We are interested hi the stability of the output (which is related to its transient response) and in its steady-state behavior for various inputs. By defining a criterion function (a function of the output) we may compare the merits of alternative servos for controlling an output under specified conditions. Production control. In this paper we shall consider the control of the rate of production of a single item. The item is supposed to be manufactured to standard specifications, placed in stock, and shipped out on order of customers. The item is manufactured continuously, and control consists in issuing instructions that vary continuously the quantity to be manufactured per day (or other unit of time).
The aim of the control system is to minimize the cost of manufacture ^^^^ over a period of time. This cost, or the variable part of it, is assumed ) to depend upon (1) the variations in the manufacturing rate (i.e., it costs more to make 1,000 items if the manufacturing rate fluctuates than if it is constant); and (2) the inventory of finished goods (i.e., increase in this inventory involves carrying costs, decrease in the inventory below a certain point involves delay in filling customers' orders). Hence, the criterion by which we will judge the system will be some function of the magnitudes of the fluctuations in manufacturing rate and the inventory of finished goods.
We will take as our input the optimum inventory (0,). Since this will be assumed constant throughout our problem, it may be taken as zero. The actual inventory of finished goods will be taken as the output (0o)-4 The error (c) will then be the deficiency (positive or negative) of inventory (0/ 00). Customers' orders per unit of time will be treated as the load (0L). We need two additional variables, the actual production rate per unit of tune (/*), and the rate of planned production or, more accurately, planned new production per unit of tune (17).
Assume that, on the basis of information about orders and the inventory excess or deficiency, instructions are issued daily (in our model, continuously) for the manufacturing rate of the product of a certain number of units. At some later date, the lag being determined by the 4 The actual inventory may be either positive or negative. A negative inventory is simply a backlog of customers' orders. Wherever the term "inventory" , is used in this paper it should be interpreted as "inventory of finished product or backlog of orders." Depending on the commodity to be produced, the optimum inventory may also be either positive or negative. The former is the case in a ^^^ plant that ships from stock; the latter, in a plant that manufactures on order. j y-x.
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time required for production , the units of product put into production at the initial time are actually produced and added to inventory. Meanwhile, customers' orders have been daily (continuous ly) withdrawn from inventory. Informatio n regarding the inventory level is in turn fed back to be compared daily (continuous ly) with the optimum inventory, and the calculated error employed, in turn, to redetermin e the planned production rate. This system obviously possesses the characteris tics of a servomechanism. It is unilaterally coupled to the load and input (customers ' orders and optimum inventory). It has a feedback loop: error * planned production -* actual production * inventory * error. The error initiates a change in planned production hi such a direction as to reduce the error.
In succeeding sections systems will be described for accomplish ing the functions just listed. We will start with some highly simplified structures, and add complicatio ns as we proceed.
eo 1 e i«
We will consider two systems. In the first we will be concerned only with the control of inventories ; we will base production decisions only on information about inventories (and will ignore information about orders); and we will assume a zero tune lag for production. In the second system all these restrictions will be removed.
Description of the system. The first system is shown in Figure 2 , which is identical with Figure 1 except for the absence of the lower loop that appears hi the former. In this system, it is assumed that n is identically equal to tj. That is, the rate of production at tune t is equal to the rate at which new production is scheduled at tune t. This implies that production plans are carried out without an appreciable tune lag. The equations of the system are (2.1) (2.2) KI and Kz are linear operators whose form will be specified. Equation (2.3) is a definition. Equation (2.2) represents a rule of decision it specifies the rate of product ion that will be schedule d (and achieved ) as a function of the excess and deficien cy of inventor y. The precise form of (2.1) is determin ed by the conditio ns of the problem since, by definitio n,
at Hence, if we wish to design a servome chanism of the class describe d that meets some criterion of optimal ity, we have at our disposal only the operator Kz-the decision rule.
Our equation s (2.1)-(2. 4) can be restated in terms of the Laplace transfor ms of the quantiti es involved . The real variable t is replaced by the complex variable p. The Laplace transfor m of y(i), written y (P), is defined by
This integral exists for a wide class of function s, although in some , !/ J cases it must be defined as a Lebesgu e uitegral rather than a Rieman n integral . The inverse transfor mation is
where the path of integrat ion runs parallel to the imagina ry axis along the line: real part of p = 6.6 It can be shown that the Laplace transfor m of the derivati ve of a function that is initially zero is p tunes the transfor m of the function . Using this relations hip, we can transfor m the terms of (2.4) and obtain (2.7), below. Compar ing (2.7) with (2.1), we see that the operator KI in the t domain (integra tion) correspo nds, hi the p domain, to multiplication by 1/p. In equation s (2.8) and (2.9) we write the relation s in the p domain that are obtained by transfor ming (2.2) and (2.3), respecti vely. We then have where 0o(p), etc., represen t the Laplace transfor ms of 0o(0» etc., respective ly. [Since the argume nt of each function indicate s whether it ' No attempt will be made in this paper at mathema tical rigor. Virtually all the mathema tical tools employed here will be found in [2, Chapter 11] and [8] . The latter also contains (pp. 332-357) a very useful table of Laplace transform pairs.
is defined in the p domain or the I domain, in these equations and those following we omit the asterisk (*) in writing a transform.] If we now assume 0/ = 0 and introduce the system transform,
we derive from (2.7H2.9)
Theorems about the Laplace transform. The behavior of the system under varying load can be discussed in terms of the properties of the system transform, Y(p). As a basis for this discussion we will outline some results from Laplace transform theory without attempting proofs or complete rigor in their statement.
A system will be termed stable if the output remains bounded (in the t domain) for all bounded inputs (in the t domain). The equation obtained by setting the denominato r of 7(p) equal to zero we call the characterist ic equation of F(p). In our particular system we have
Provided that the numerator of F(p) has no finite poles, the system will be stable if and only if all the roots of the characterist ic equation iT-v have negative real parts.
* ' '
Let W (0 be the inverse transform of 7(p), as defined in (2.6). We call W(t) the weighting function of the system. Multiplicat ion in the p domain corresponds to convolution in the t domain. Hence, we have, from (2.10), (2.13)
Equation (2.13) relates the time path of the output to the weighting function of the system and the time path of the load. Generally, however, we do not employ this relationship . Instead, we multiply the Laplace transform of 6L(f) by the system transform and then take the inverse transform of this product, obtaining 0(0 directly. Indeed, it is this procedure, together with the availability of tables of transform pairs, that makes the Laplace transform method particularly powerful.
Two additional theorems, which hold when the indicated limits exist, will prove useful: (2.14)
Lim y(t) = Lim py(p),
In particular, (2.14) enables us to calculate immediately the steady state output for given load and system transform without transforming again to the t domain.
Steady-state and transient behavior. We return now to the task of discovering for our particular system a transform, Kt(p), that will induce appropriate behavior of 60(f). By "appropriate" behavior we mean that we wish Q0(t) to be as small as possible. We consider first the steadystate behavior, which we will study by means of (2.14).
Suppose that up to the time t = 0, orders have been zero, and that after that time they are received at the rate of 1 order per unit of time, (2.17) 6L(t) = 0 for t < 0; 6L(t) = 1 for t% 0. We have
Therefore, we wish the denominator of the right-hand side of (2.19) to become very large as p approaches zero. This can be accomplished, for example, by setting
Rapid convergence is assured by making a large. B. Suppose, now, that up to the tune t = 0 orders have been zero, and that after that time they are received at the rate of tn orders per unit of time,
In this case we can assure a zero steady-state error with Kt of the same form as (2.20) but with k ^ (n + 1).
C. Suppose that 6L(f) is sinusoidal: 
i-»oo
The amplitu de, B, of the output is given by
If, for example , K* = (a/p) 4-6, we have
where pi and pj are the roots of the characte ristic equatio n. For given pi , pa , as w approac hes zero, B approac hes zero; as w grows large, B approac hes A/w. When pi and pa are equal, B approac hes its maximu m f or w = pi . This maximu m is B -A/2pi . Hence we see that by selectin g K3 so that the characte ristic function has large roots we guarant ee rapid dampin g of 60 for sinusoid al loads.6
We have now indicate d the properti es that our decision rule (the operato r K2) must possess to assure small or vanishin g steady-state invento ry excesses and deficien cies for various loads.
Next, let us interpre t these results in the t domain . Suppose that y(p) is an algebrai c expressi on, (2.28) y(p) = ' In analogy with the fact that a wide class of function s can be represen ted by Fourier sums of sinusoid al function s, the steady-s tate analysis of arbitrary loads can often be handled in servome chanism theory by decompo sing the function represen ting the load into a weighted integral of sinusoid al leads with continuousl y varying frequenc ies. For this reason, the restrictio n of the load in the steady-s tate analysis of subseque nt sections of the paper to a simple sinusoid does not involve any essential loss of generali ty with respect to the form of the function represen ting custome rs' orders. See, however , footnote 8.
an p" + an-ip*-1 + 4-ao Since a > 0, 6 > 0, pi and p2 will be real and negative or complex with negative real part, and hence (2.31) will converge to zero as t increases. If, on the contrary, we had deL/dt = 1 for t ^ 0, the general solution of (2.30) would be The final term of (2.36) we have already encount ered in (2.23) it is the steady-s tate response to the sinusoid al load. The first two terms represen t the transien t response which, again, will be rapidly damped if pi and p* have large negative real parts.
Stability of the system. We stated in the section before last that a system will be stable if the roots of the characte ristic equation of the system transfor m have negative real parts. In the section just precedin g we noticed that the transien t response of the system is indepen dent of the load and is determin ed by the roots of the characte ristic equation . If the roots have large negative real parts, the transien t will be strongly damped . These results suggest that many properti es of the system can be determin ed directly by examina tion of the roots of the characte ristic equation . We next carry out this program for various choices of Kz .'
A. Let KZ -a/p with a real. Then po = ±\/a» an(i the system is unstable since at least one of the roots has a nonnega tive real part.
®' L^ ^2 = a/P + &> with ° and & real. Then p0 = v s.
( b ±\/b2 4a)/2, and the system is stable if a > 0, b > 0; otherwise, unstable . This result has already appeare d from (2.31) and (2.32).
C. Let K* = a/p -f-6 + cp, with a, b, c real. Then po = [ 6 ± V&2 4a(c + l)l/2(c + 1), and the system is stable if o, 6, and (c 4-1) all have the same sign; otherwis e, unstable . which, interpre ted, means: the rate of producti on should be increase d or decrease d by an amount proporti onal to the deficienc y or excess of 7 We will not employ in this paper some of the procedur es, such as Nyquist' s rule, widely used in servomec hanism analysis to determin e whether a system has any roots with positive real parts. For Nyquist' s rule, see [2, pp. 67-75] and [5, Chapter V]. It may be appropri ate at this point to emphasiz e the explorato ry intent of this paper. Emphasi s has been placed on formulati ng the problem in the language of servomec hanism theory, determin ing the criteria for evaluatin g the merit of a control system, and surveying the general basis in servomec hanism theory for approach ing such problems . For a more adequate account of the wide collection of analytic and graphical tools at the disposal of the servomec hantsm engineer for synthesiz ing a control element that has the desired character istics, /~*\ the reader must turn to the reference s at the end of the paper. inventory plus an amount proportion al to the rate at which the inventory is decreasing . The constants of proportion ality, a and 6, should be large if it is desired to keep the inventory within narrow bounds. The relation b2 > 4o should be preserved if oscillation is to be avoided. All of this is obvious to common sense. What is perhaps not obvious is that derivative control [e.g., the final term in (2.37)] is essential to the stability of the system. To base changes in production rate only upon the size of inventory (setting 6 = 0) would introduce undamped fluctuatio ns in the system. (Compare A and B of the previous section.) 
Interpre tation of the decision operator . The operator Kz represen ts a rule of decision . Since n(p) = K2(p)-e( p), this rule determin es, on (l the basis of informa tion as to the current deficit or excess of invento ry [«(p)]> a* what rate [n(p)]

SYSTEM WITH PRODUCTIO N LAG
With this prelimina ry analysis of a simple system we are ready to study a system that approxima tes more closely to the problems we would expect to encounter hi actual situations . The most important features missing from the previous system are a productio n lag and the availability of informatio n about new orders. In actual cases a period of time will elapse from the moment when instruction s are issued to increase >*0 FlOTJBE 3 the rate of productio n to the moment when the increased flow of goods is actually produced.
Descriptio n of the system. In Figure 3 is shown a system with a pro duction lag. The equations of this system are The new variable q(Q represents the instruction s at tune t as to the productio n rate; p(f) now represents the actual rate of productio n of finished goods at time t. p(p) and ij(p) are connected (3.2) by the "production lag operator," K* . As before, we will have, by definition, K\ -1/p. The operators Ka and Kt correspon d to the decision rule, which now depends both on inventory level and rate of new orders. Both operators are at our disposal in seeking an optimal scheduling rule. It remains to find a plausible form for X4 .
/ -N The simples t assump tion is that the product ion lag is a fixed time period,T . That is, This means that if a given rate of product ion is decided upon at a certain time, this rate of product ion of finished items will be realized r units of time later. The operato r transfo rm K^(p) corresp onding to (3.5) is (3.6) K*(p) = e-*.
Substit uting the known function s Ki(p) and K^(p) in the system equations and solving for the system transfor m, we get -6o(p} -(e~T*K* ~ l} ~ -A compar ison of (3.7) with (2.11) reveals that both numera tor and denomi nator have been affected by the introdu ction of the product ion lag. Hence we shall have to re-exam ine the entire situatio n.
Feedfor ward of informa tion about new orders. Consid eration of the numera tor of (3.7) shows that the control of invento ry is not a trivial problem . If we set K* = 1, the numera tor become s (e"1* 1), which approac hes zero only as p approac hes 2mrt/T, where n is zero or an integer. Hence, this procedu re would stabiliz e the invento ry perfectl y _^ only for a sinusoid al load whose frequen cy is an exact multipl e of the I frequen cy corresp onding to the product ion lag. At best we can say that the system will perform better with the operato r KI * 1 than withou t any informa tion about orders, but by no means perfectl y.
Why not set Ka = erp? Then we would have (e^Ka -1) = 0. Define the variable <f > so that (3.8)
Taking the inverse transfo rms of both sides, we find (3.9) *(0 -6L(t + r).
Hence, setting X8 = erp corresp onds to predicti ng the value of QL for T units of tune in advanc e of the actual receipt of orders. Again the result is intuitiv ely obvious . If we could predict orders over the time interva l T, we could schedul e product ion in anticipa tion of the actual receipt of these orders and avoid any invento ry fluctuat ion whatsoe ver. We will not explore further the problem of forecas ting 6L(t + T}, but will conside r optimal decision rules when future orders are not known with certaint y.8 * In work that is continui ng on this problem in an Air Forces project at Carnegie Institute of Technol ogy, an attempt is being made to reformu late the problem Feedbac k of informa tion about inventor ies. We conside r next the denomi nator of (3.7). Because of the sinusoid al charact er of e"**, this will behave roughly like (p -f-X2). Hence, the system will behave in the same general manner as the system analyze d in the second section. Moreov er, because of equatio n (2.14) we may expect the same general behavio r in the steady state of this system as of the system of Section 2.
The roots of the charact eristic equatio n (3. 10) p2 4-(a + bp)e~*p = 0 are not easily evaluat ed. We will not investig ate further here the roots of this transce ndental equatio n. Instead , we will suggest a method of replacin g the fixed lag, with operato r e"**, by a distribu ted lag, with operato r a2/(a2 + p2), which retains the algebra ic charact er of the system transfor m and avoids the difficult ies encoun tered in handlin g (3.10).
In place of n(t) = ij(t -r) we write P(r) may be regarde d, then, as the probabi lity that the lag in producing a particu lar schedul ed item will be of length T. For large values of T we would expect P(r) to be zero, or at least very small. If (3.11) holds, we have, by (2.13), (3.12)
n(p) = P(p)i;(p ). For example , suppose P(r) -a*re~aT. Then P(p) = a2/(a2 + p2), and ( ' *- If we define f = / rP(r) dr -2/a as the mean lag, we see that the mean lag is still indepen dent of 17. The system transfor m defined by in stochast ic terms. In this approach the custome r order function is regarded as an autocorr elated function rather than a sum of superimp osed sinusoid al functions. When the problem is looked at in this way, the rather artificial distincti on we have maintain ed between the predictio n problem and the filtering problem tends to disappea r. The stochast ic approach , as applied to servome chanism theory, is largely the work of Norbert Wiener. See Referenc es [6], and [2, Chapters VI-VTII ]. Our work has not yet progress ed far enough to indicate the range of usefulne ss of the stochast ic methods in relation to problem s of the kind considered here. 
CONTROL OF INVENTORI ES AND PRODUCTIO N-RATE FLUCTUATI ONS :
The general criterion for the optimality of a production control | system of the sort we are analyzing is that cost of production , in some I sense, be minunized . | «>s Large inventorie s involve interest costs, possible costs through physical '.
depreciatio n in storage, warehousin g costs, etc. An inventory deficiency j (excessive negative inventory) , on the other hand, involves a "cost" [ in the sense of delay in filling orders, and consequen t customer ill will. I
It appears reasonable to include in the cost of production , therefore, I
an element that represents the cost of excess or deficiency in inventorie s, | say £i(0o). In first approxima tion we may take & proportion al to | 60 |, I
or to 0o-1
It also appears reasonable to assume that the cost of producing a given j quantity of output over a period of tune is minunized if output is conj stant during that tune. If we represent the output as a constant plus j an oscillating function with zero mean n(t) = M + n(t)-then we ; may assume that the rate at which cost is being incurred is a function j of M and of the frequency and amplitude of /*(<). j Now, from equation (3.1), we know that \
Hence, if we succeed in stabilizing 00 at B0 = 0, M will not be constant but will follow 6L(f). Conversely , if we stabilize M> Qo will not be constant, but will follow the integral of 6L(t). We cannot devise a system that will simultaneo usly eliminate inventory and production ftuctua-^ tions, but must, instead, establish a criterion that is some weighted fi average of these.
H. A. SIMON \J
Analysis of a specific criterion. To be specific, we consider the steady state of the system under sinusoidal inputs and outputs. This assumption is consistent with the system (4.2). In fact, in the steady state, if BL is sinusoidal, B0 and n will be sinusoidal with the same period. We assume that the cost associated with /* is proportional to the square of the amplitude of its oscillation, i.e., that it is of the form p | B |2, where | B | is the amplitude. Similarly, we assume that the cost of holding inventories is <r \ C j 2, where | C | is the amplitude of 80 .
We let We wish now to minimize (4.7) p(&2 + (?) + <r(c2 + 7*) = £ subject to (4.6). Substituting for c and 7 from (4.6) into (4.7), taking derivatives of £ with respect to 6 and j8, and setting these equal to zero, we find (49) c = 0, 7 <**"
For small «: 6 > a, 7 > 0. For large w: 6 » 0,7 > 0, &ry > o.
Interpreting these results, we find that the optimal decision-rule will adjust the production rate and hold inventories down for long-period fluctuations in orders, but will stabilize production and permit inventories to fluctuate for rapid fluctuations in orders. In the latter case, the inventory excess or deficiency will remain small (7 > 0) because the period of oscillation is short. The amplitude of manufacturin g fluctuations (6) will vary inversely with to. The magnitude of inventory fluctuations (7) will have a maximum for w2 = o/p.
An alternative criterion. In the previous section we used the quadratic cost function (4.7). Interesting results are obtained by using the linear function,
Minimiz ing f after substitu tion for c and 7 from (4.6), we find as optimum values But the factor under the integral sign of the right-ha nd side of (4.15) is, by definitio n, Z(tw). That is, for a sinusoid al load with period 2»ci>, we will have 
The characteristic equations of Z(p) and Y(p), however, have real roots of opposite signs, p = ±(<r/p) . Hence a system with these transforms would be unstable. The transient output would increase exponentially.
The reason for this somewhat unpleasant result is that we have designed the transform to minimize costs for steady-state operation. This will not, in general, minimize cost when the system is passing from one steady-state to another. Clearly, for 6L(t) = TA , a constant, (t ^ 0), we want The transient term in (4.20) should be such that /*(<) will not overshoot that is, the system should be over-damped. This implies that the roots of the characteristic equation of Z(p) should be negative and real.
To get the desired steady-state behavior of /*(*) for the indicated load we require that Lim p_»o pZ(p)(T/p) -Lun p_o Z(p)T = T. From (4.21) we infer that 00(0 should be heavily damped, with Lim p_o Y(p)T = 0. From (4.14) we see that the latter condition is a sufficient condition that Lim p_0 Z(p)T = T.
As can be seen from inspection, these limiting conditions are satisfied by the transforms of (4.18) and (4.19) although, because of instability, the conditions on the transients are not. To remedy this situation we replace the denominator of Y(p) by (\/pP +\/a)2. The resulting transform, is critically damped and approaches the transform of (4.19) for large p. The characteristic equation has the two equal negative real roots: Po = (O/P)*. The transient term in p(f) will be of the form Ate~Pot. Construction of the decision rule. We return now to the problem of finding a K3 and K2 that will realize the Y(p) of (4.22). We will first explore the simple case where KI = 1 (no production lag). In this case Since, in the case of zero tune lag, M(*) = n(0> (4.24) gives the following rule for determinin g ij(0 :
In the case where there is a fixed production lag, K4 = e"1*, we have u( 4.26)
we define X(p) = i?(p)/»t(p), we obtain from (3.2) and (4.26)
Giving K2 and K* the same values as hi the previous case, we get
The correspond uig decision rule is -r)
This rule we may take as a realizable approximat ion to the rule that would minimize costs. For the limiting cases as p » » and p > 0, it has the same properties as the rule derived from (4.24).
FURTHER CONSIDERAT ION OP THE COST CRITERION
The cost criteria developed in Section 4 are undoubtedl y greatly oversimplif ied. In this section we will consider possible methods of constructin g a more realistic criterion. In particular, we wish to introduce a more complete analysis of that part of the cost function that depends on rate of manufactur e.
We suppose that the cost of manufactur e is the sum of three components:
1. Variable costs proportiona l to the rate of manufactur e (e.g., cost of materials). Since these costs are determined by the number of orders to be filled, and hence are independen t of the control system, we may continue to ignore them.
2. Fixed costs proportiona l to plant capacity, i.e., to the maximum rate of manufactur ing activity. The previous section indicates how these costs can be handled in designing the control system.
3. Sticky costs proportiona l to the rate of manufactur e when this is constant, but not capable of being reduced immediatel y as the rate of manufacture declines. In first approximation we may assume that as the rate of manufacture increases from a stable level, sticky costs will increase proportionately, but that if the rate of manufacture decreases, there is a fixed upper limit to the rate at which sticky costs will decrease.
Suppose (Figure 4 ) that M(<) is subject to oscillation of period 2/a and amplitude A. The slope of M will be =feAa. Suppose, further, that sticky costs, £(0 can only decrease with a slope of j8, but can increase as rapidly as p.
The ordinate of /t(0) is A; the slope of /*(<) is Act in the interval 0 ^ t < I/a, Aa in the interval I/a ^ t < 2/a. The ordinate of { (0) is A-, the slope of £(0 is 0 in the interval 0 ^ t < ta ; Aa in the interval ta ^ t < 2/a. The integral of £(0 -/i(<) over the interval 0 ^ t < 2/a is then the area of the triangle whose vertices are indicated 
O'
It follows that sticky costs will be increased by an increase in the amplitude of the oscillations of n(t) behaving, in this respect, like fixed costs and will also be increased by an increase in the frequency of it. In designing our optimal criterion we disregarded this latter consideration. Hence, the design of the decision rule can be unproved by decreasing the response of n(t) to 6L(f) for high frequencies of the latter at the expense of increasing somewhat the response of Qo(f). Again it is reassuring that our results coincide with common sense.
Assumption of a sinusoidal oscillation of p and of £ leads to the same kind of result. Finally, fixed costs and variable costs can be subsumed as a limiting case of sticky costs by considering a range of different cost categories, each with its characteristic 0. The /3 for variable costs would be infinite; for fixed costs, zero. If we can define some kind of an average /3, this can be used as a basis for our criterion of manufacturing costs.
CONCLUSION
The general conclusion to be drawn from our explorations, however -.
tentative these have been, is that the basic approach and fundamental f techniques of servomechanism theory can indeed be applied fruitfully to the analysis and design of decisional procedures for controlling the rate of manufacturing activity. To be sure, most of the conclusions we t^h ave reached could, at least in a qualitative sense, be reached intuitively. But even here, intuition has been aided by the frame of reference ^ that servomechanism theory provides. Moreover, the more exact procedures permit statement of our results with a degree of precision that could not be attained without them. Even in this very early stage the theory permits actual numbers to be inserted for the construction of specific decision rules that would apply, with a considerable degree of realism, to actual situations.
